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Learning in school is intended to help students master academic skills such as reading,
writing, and mathematics, as well as to acquire knowledge about different subjects such
as history, geography, biology, and so on. However, in the future, successful learning
will be largely manifested by students’ global and transferable skills, such as analytical
thinking, problem solving, collaboration, and social skills. Here we explore the promises
of using music to support learning in the future. We review empirical evidence on the
effects of music learning on neurocognitive development in children in formal and informal
settings, in music interventions, and also in community settings. With this review, we
wish to stimulate discussion about the roles that music could play in promoting learning
in schools and elsewhere.
Keywords: music interventions, music education, child development, learning, transfer

INTRODUCTION
Globally, there is increasing demand for developing more efficient pedagogies and teaching tools to
facilitate learning in school-aged children. Of particular interest is the need to support children in
learning global and transferable skills, such as analytical thinking, problem solving, collaboration,
and social skills.
In several countries, the most recent solution to this demand has been the use of digital learning
environments and game-like environments (serious games or learning games). In parallel, several
professional teachers have moved toward the use of arts as part of daily curriculum, also with
the aim of teaching children academic skills. But what is known about art interventions and
their potential to facilitate academic skill learning? In this paper, we review the existing literature
particularly in the framework of music activities. This emphasis is justified by the variety and
relatively long tradition of studies on music activities and their transfer effects. However, as will
be seen, the research outcome does not offer an integrated view but, instead, invites us to continue
systematic efforts to determine the promises of music in education.
Here, we first introduce the findings from those studies in which children have been involved
in formal music training. This discussion is followed by findings from intervention studies in
which short-term music training has been given to children as well as by findings about the
effects of informal music activities. The review ends with a brief overview of ongoing projects in
community settings. The literature is introduced in a very selective manner from the view point
of education. This choice is intentional and based on the number of excellent recent reviews in
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more general neurocognitive and psychological frameworks
(White et al., 2013; Miendlarzewska and Trost, 2014; Moreno and
Bidelman, 2014; Kraus and Nicol, 2017; Tervaniemi, 2017).

The solution used in intervention studies, to be introduced next,
is that the children are randomly allocated into groups with
different interventions.

FORMAL MUSIC TRAINING

MUSIC INTERVENTIONS

The research tradition investigating the impact of music training
on brain functions was initiated in the 1990s when the first
evidence about enlarged cortical areas in adult professional
musicians compared to nonmusicians was presented (Elbert
et al., 1995; Pantev et al., 1998). To indicate whether this neural
benefit is caused by the music training or whether it is innate
in individuals who later in life start training, this approach was
followed by longitudinal studies in musically active children
(Hyde et al., 2009; Putkinen et al., 2014a,b).
In these first longitudinal studies on the neural basis of
music development, the participants were children with music
hobbies (“music group”) and children without music training
(“control group”). Hyde et al. investigated their 5–6-year-old
children twice, before the training started and again after
15 months. They showed that the children in the music
group had structural changes in their frontal, temporal, and
parieto-occipital brain areas. Moreover, they also showed that
these changes correlated significantly with improvements in
auditory and motor tasks. Related neurocognitive development
in the auditory memory was next investigated by using
electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings in paradigms enabling
one to determine how precisely the auditory brain areas react to
changes in regular sound streams or in melodies (Putkinen et al.,
2014a,b). Cortical brain responses to simple and more complex
changes in musical and nonmusical sounds were recorded
twice. These included both change-detection- and attentionallocation-related brain responses. In the first recordings at the
age of 7 years, when most of the children in the music group
just started their training, there were no group differences in
the brain responses of interest. However, after two or more
years, brain responses in the music group started to grow,
while no such development in the brain responses of the
control group was seen. Taken together, these findings indicate
that the enhanced reactivity of the auditory system originally
observed by Pantev in adult musicians is indeed caused by
music training and is not innate and that learning to play a
musical instrument has an impact on the brain’s structure and
function.
However, in all the above-mentioned studies, the participants
and their families chose the music activities. Thus, even if
no brain differences were observable before the onset of the
training, there might be other higher-order differences between
the groups, e.g., in their family background and especially
the socioeconomic status, personality (most importantly
motivation), and cognitive abilities. Actually, Hyde et al. (2009)
reported that the children in the music group had a higher
socioeconomic status than the children who did not intend to
start playing. This was statistically taken into account in the data
analyses but, in the more general case, such bias should not be
allowed to interfere in systematic studies on the effects of music.

Moreno et al. (2009, 2015) and Janus et al. (2016) used
computerized learning environments to investigate the effects
of music vs. foreign language training in childhood. In
both domains, corresponding elements are taught: perception,
reading, and production. These interventions were given as
part of summer camp activities to large groups of children:
First, to 36 4–6-year-old English-speaking children who received
either French or music training for 20 days, 2 h a day (Moreno
et al., 2015). Before the intervention, the children were tested
with EEG, neurocognitive tests, and background questionnaires.
They were divided into groups in a pseudorandom manner to
ensure that there were no differences between groups on the
neurocognitive test scores or in their background prior to the
intervention. Immediately after the intervention, both groups
showed enhanced brain reactions in the trained domain (music
group in musical sounds; French group in French vowels) and,
correspondingly, reduced reaction in the untrained domain. In
the second study, using the same intensive learning environment
for music vs. French, Janus et al. (2016) reported significant
improvement of the executive functions of their 4–6-year-old
children—again already in 20 days in both groups.
Furthermore, using pseudorandom group allocation, Moreno
et al. (2011) compared the neurocognitive effects of computerized
intervention for music and visual arts. Here, the intervention
lasted for 20 days and the children were asked to practice
twice a day for 1 h, each time. In the final analyses, there
were 48 participants who were 4–6 years of age. It was found
that the music intervention improved the verbal abilities of the
children and that this was paralleled with the facilitation of the
neural indices of executive functions. There were no identical
improvements in children whose intervention was in the visual
modality. This suggests that relatively short but very intensive
music intervention can improve general cognitive functions
necessary for all learning activities.
In a similar vein, linguistic functions have also been of interest
recently. To extend the findings of Milovanov et al. (2008) about
the association between music activities and foreign language
learning, Ludke et al. (2014) conducted an intervention study
in which adult participants were to learn foreign phrases by
speaking, rhythmic speaking, or singing. The participants under
the singing instruction outperformed the others particularly
in production tests. Regarding the prerequisites for reading
acquisition, such as spoken word encoding, Nan et al. (2018)
have very recently shown (using a randomized assignment of the
participants) that piano training in childhood was more effective
than reading training as such. Thus, it seems that even short-term
training in various music activities can result in transfer effects to
linguistic and higher cognitive functions.
Unfortunately, these studies suffer from high dropout rates.
For instance, in the study of Janus et al. (2016), 72 children
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experiences, it is promising enough to be used as a starting
point for further research and development projects in school
contexts, particularly when global and transferable skills are of
interest.

were recruited, of whom 57 were included in the analyses of
their tests after the follow-up of 20 days. In Nan et al.’s study
(2018), 120 children were recruited, of whom 74 were included in
the analyses 6 months later (44 dropouts, 2 with EEG artifacts).
Additionally, due to the high neural demands of the transfer skills
to be established, it is not likely that an intervention of a couple
of weeks/months would be imprinted at the neural level without
a very intensive training protocol. This reasoning is supported
by recent findings, indicating that only after 2 years of exposure
to weekly music activities, brain responses are differentiated
for musically active vs. inactive children (for review, see Kraus
and Strait, 2015; see also Linnavalli et al., 2018 for behavioral
findings).

STUDIES IN COMMUNITY SETTINGS
In everyday learning contexts, it is not feasible to plan using 2 h
of a day for a computerized intervention program in addition to
or instead of a regular school curriculum. Instead, interventions
that last longer and are less intense are preferred for obvious
practical reasons. As noted above, both formal and informal
music activities may have positive carryover effects on children’s
neurocognitive development. In this framework, several projects
have been established internationally to offer music activities
either as in-school or extracurricular activities.
In the Netherlands, 147 school children were followed for 2.5
years while pursuing in-school art projects (Jaschke et al., 2018).
They were randomized into four groups: two music intervention
groups, one visual arts group, and passive control group.
Children in the visual arts group outperformed on visuospatial
memory tasks as compared to the other three groups. However,
other outcome measures (inhibition, planning, and verbal
intelligence) indicated significantly improved performance in
the post-tests in the two music groups compared to the other
groups. Additionally, a possible transfer effect from executive
subfunctions to academic performance scores was found in music
groups.
In the U.S., two large studies are currently ongoing to
systematically follow the efficacy of such art intervention
programs established in community settings for underprivileged
children. The first results have been already released, showing
that in two (but not in one) years, those auditory processes that
underlie intact literacy skills are fine-tuned by music activities
(Harmony project https://www.harmony-project.org/; see Kraus
et al., 2014; Kraus and Strait, 2015). Music activities were found
to improve children’s hearing in noise as well (Slater et al., 2015).
Tierney et al. (2015) showed in an earlier study that subcortical
auditory processes are advanced by in-school music training
in adolescence, indicating that neuroplasticity in the auditory
modality is not limited to childhood. From an “Il Sistema”-based
intervention (http://sistema-toronto.ca/), we now know that it
also facilitates sound-related neural functions in 2 years from the
project onset. Such facilitation is not observed after a sport-based
intervention, or in control children (Habibi et al., 2016, 2017; for
a review see Habibi et al., 2018).
These findings can be interpreted in the theoretical
frameworks of Overy (2003), Tallal and Gaab (2006), and
Goswami (2015) who proposed that paying attention to various
sound features intrinsic to music (particularly rhythm, phoneme
rise time, and duration) can be helpful for phonemic awareness
to emerge that, in turn, is a requirement for literacy skills.
However, it is noteworthy that we still lack direct evidence for
music training enhancing literacy skills as such.
In parallel, three intervention studies, also in community
settings, are currently in progress. The first of these was

INFORMAL MUSIC ACTIVITIES
Informal music activities are conducted in music play school
or at home, without an intention of specific music learning,
e.g., with regard to playing an instrument or singing. The
neurocognitive effects related to these activities have been
mainly investigated using correlational designs: parents were
given a very detailed questionnaire assessing the role of
informal music activities of their children (Putkinen et al.,
2013). These activities included spontaneous singing, playing
musical instruments without instruction, putting music on,
asking parents to put music on, listening to parents singing or
playing, dancing to music, and similar child-initiated activities
without instruction. The frequency of these activities was then
correlated with the brain reactions of the children when they
heard distracting sounds (such as car or animal sounds) in
the stream of standard regular musical sounds. It was found
that the more the children were involved in music activities
at home, the smaller were their brain responses to auditory
distractors. This suggests that music activities may help children
focus their attention on a given task and inhibit distractors.
Corresponding evidence was obtained in deaf-born cochlearimplanted children in correlational (Torppa et al., 2014a) and
in longitudinal designs across a 16-month period (Torppa et al.,
2014b).
Music activities have been also shown to affect children’s
behavior. Even short sessions of joint singing and playing
musical instruments seem to make children behave in a
prosocial manner and increase their social skills. In 4-yearold children, a short session of joint music making was
found to increase spontaneous cooperative and helpful behavior
(Kirschner and Tomasello, 2010). Longer-term results have
been observed as well. Preschool children’s social skills and
specifically social cooperation, social interaction, and social
independence were found to increase when they participated
in a music program compared to their peers who were
on a waiting list (Ritblatt et al., 2013). Some children and
adolescents may find the informal use of music and joint music
making beneficial in dealing with their emotions and social
pressures (Saarikallio et al., 2013). Even if this empirical evidence
about the possibilities of music to promote social behavior is
limited, in our view and together with anecdotal evidence and
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by increasing the level of vigilance (e.g., see Schellenberg
and Hallam, 2005). Therefore, close collaboration between
scientists and science journalists is the key to decide what
we can say to laypeople about study findings and their
implications and to analyze how laypeople will interpret the
findings.
From scientific and media viewpoints, when reporting a
research outcome, clearly differentiating the results from their
implications is important. Indeed, there are findings that are
highly consistent at the neural level but less so when it comes
to the behavioral level. In other words, sometimes the effects
of music intervention or longer-term music expertise are most
reliably seen as the sensitization of neural indices without
parallel improvements in neuropsychological tests—or the other
way around. This implies that our research paradigms need
further tuning to probe the same or at least corresponding
phenomena at the neural and behavioral levels of neurocognitive
processes.
Last but definitely not least, we need to reconsider how to
optimize experimental designs so that they meet the scientific
criteria but, in parallel, reflect the real-life use and practices of
music-making. How to balance between several music practices
(singing, playing, dancing, listening, etc.) so that the outcome
is enjoyable for the participants and teachers and, at the same
time, also educational in a wider framework—even up to transfer
effects (e.g., Miendlarzewska and Trost, 2014)? How to choose the
most optimal design for grouping the participants into different
activities? In this context, some scholars emphasize the need for
randomized controlled trials, following the traditions of animal
and clinical research (e.g., see Sala and Gobet, 2017). In this
practice, as well as in pseudorandom group allocation, biases
caused by preexisting differences in any perceptual, cognitive,
or socioemotional cause can be ruled out. In parallel, when
conducting long-term follow-up studies, the benefits of group
allocation based on preference and motivation are obvious. As
put by Habibi et al. (2017): “.., if children were not motivated
and not emotionally engaged in the chosen activity, it is unlikely
that they would continue participation over the long period
necessary for a longitudinal investigation. In addition, assigning
children to specifically not engage in an activity thought to be
beneficial during critical times of development, and for long
periods, would simply be unethical.” Importantly, there is the
possibility to control for possible biases in nonrandomized group
allocations by statistical means (e.g., educational level of the
parents or any personality trait can be used as a covariate in
the analyses as already mentioned when discussing Hyde et al.,
2009 above). Based on this, we strongly promote the use of
naturalistic real-life group allocations, without randomization.
Using such a design, long-term follow-up studies can also be
conducted with reasonably few dropout participants; in the study
of Habibi et al., there were about the same number of dropout
participants in 2 years than in Janus et al.’s (2016) study in 1
month.
To conclude, for children to learn global and transferable
skills such as analytical thinking, problem solving, collaboration,
and social skills, the affordances offered by music and other arts
should be given key consideration. These arts offer a variety of

established in Finnish Kindergartens in which weekly music play
school and dance programs were integrated into the regular
program of the children (Linnavalli et al., 2018). According to the
results of this study, music (but not dance) activities improved
the linguistic skills of the children in terms of vocabulary and
phonemic processes—again only after 2 years but not after one
(Linnavalli et al., 2018). The second intervention is in progress
in an elementary school for 7–10-year-old children in Beijing:
children receive extracurricular lessons in music or in foreign
language two to three times a week for one academic year. The
third intervention is ongoing in an elementary school in Finland:
teachers were mentored to include movement- and music-related
brief activities as part of their lessons, a couple of times a week. In
all these three studies, interventions are preceded and followed by
neurocognitive and EEG tests, together with questionnaires and,
in the schools, also tests on academic achievement. Our aim is
to determine whether such easy-to-implement interventions can
facilitate the learning of academic skills as well as improve social
cognition.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
As introduced above, music activities of several kinds can be
evidenced in the brain dynamics and in larger-scale behavioral
functions. However, admittedly, these findings need to be
considered with care and new studies need to be conducted.
Issues to be considered in the light of the current literature
include possible biases in scientific publication practices, in
media appearance, as well as in various aspects related to
experimental designs.
In scientific journals, the highest priority is given to novel
results that carry implications for both science and society. For
journals, research papers on the power of music to remediate
disorders, and particularly about the transfer effects of music
learning are obviously very “catchy.” Papers on such topics are
likely to attract the attention of editors as well as reviewers and,
naturally, to receive a broad readership. However, replications
of now-already-classic paradigms, as well as novel paradigms
obtaining negative/null results about the positive effects of music,
should also be given space in journals. This would give a
broader picture to the scientific community about the impact
of music (and other arts and hobbies) on typical and atypical
development.
In media, the importance of always finding increasingly
novel and “striking” findings is very high. Easy means to
achieve success, health, and well-being are favored in the
headlines. This trend is best illustrated by the (mis)interpretation
of short-term increase of spatiotemporal reasoning abilities
after music listening as a very broad and long-term benefit
of music listening in any mental or cognitive domain,
including intelligence (for original finding, see Rauscher
et al., 1993; for an early example of a media headline, see
https://www.nytimes.com/1994/08/28/arts/classical-viewlistening-to-prozac-er-mozart.html). Indeed, as follow-up
studies showed, music listening does not make us smarter—even
though listening to music might improve task performance
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possibilities to children for learning during interaction. The arts
offer challenges for motor skills and audiovisual integration and,
in parallel, promote esthetic as well as intellectual processes. It
is also noteworthy that even if, in most cases, art learning takes
place without conscious effort, particularly in its informal and
implicit forms, there are also moments in which self-discipline
and self-monitoring are of importance. Thus, artistic activities
also lay the groundwork for the development of executive
functions.
When investigating the effectiveness of art-based
interventions established in naturalistic settings such as
schools, clubs, and homes, we necessarily need new methods and
paradigms for research. Could we consider investigation of a
small group of children at once? Could we conduct investigations
in schools instead of laboratories? Could we follow-up children’s
learning online, during the learning process? Technology for
such studies exists, but to use it calls for additional financial
resources—for example to plan experiments and analyze
data—as well as curiosity and a pioneering mind-set from
academics.
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